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Dear Readers, 

 

We wish we were releasing this issue under different circumstances, 

but, regardless, here it is. Our editors have been working hard in such 

an unprecedented situation to get this issue to you, and, thus, we’d like 

to extend our gratitude to them.  

We’ll keep this one short and sweet, as we know this issue is long 

overdue: within this edition are five pieces written by undergraduate 

students, throughout varying stages of their academic career, and each 

is as captivating as the next. 

This issue may be much later than originally anticipated, but we can 

assure you, it is just as worth the read! A final thanks goes to the de-

partment and to the contributors for their continuous support: without 

you, this simply would not be possible.  

 

Sincerely, 

Becky Brown and Emma Bentley 

Co- Editors in Chief 
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Power as Art: An Evaluation of Ravenna’s Architectural Im-
pact Upon Our Understanding of Late Antiquity                                                                                

Caolain Cleary 

King’s College London 

 

Ravenna as a Città d'Arte aptly summarises the significance of the city 

in terms of its impact upon our understanding of Late Antique art and 

architecture: what remains of Ravenna’s monuments reveals the city’s 

unique position as a culmination of ecclesiastical and Imperial image-

ry, correlating with Ravenna’s history as a sedes imperii and a hub of 

Christian iconography.1 Each government of Ravenna left a visible 

footprint upon the city which materialised in its monumental architec-

ture and artistic embellishment. Therefore, in comparison to cities such 

as Antioch, a prominent late-antique city which has largely lost its ar-

tistic presence and suffers from lapses of reliable contemporary docu-

mentation, Ravenna serves as a very important source for our analysis 

in the quantity and quality of what has survived.  In many ways, Ra-

venna’s importance in our assessment of Late Antique art and archi-

tecture stems from its preservation of artwork and building projects 

across multiple cultures (largely Byzantine and Ostrogothic) in one 

space, enabling modern scholars to trace an artistic evolution of the 

city which builds on the monuments of its previous rulers and moulds 

it to suit the creative tastes of the current administration. Therefore, it 

is my argument that Ravenna and its monuments are important factors 

in our assessment of Late Antique art and architecture in its unprece-

1  Deliyannis 2010: 49.  
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dented function as an amalgamation of various artistic cultures without 

the sole influence of either Rome and Constantinople, making it a 

unique case study and allowing modern art historians to understand the 

development of Late Antique art in greater depth. 

 With this in mind, I wish to argue in favour of Ravenna’s im-

portance to our current understanding of the Late Antique era through 

an in-depth evaluation of various case studies, each of which highlight 

a different yet essential factor of the city’s importance. In particular, 

this assessment aims to reflect the universality of Ravenna in regards 

to understanding the Late Antique era, as the city’s buildings appear to 

undergo multiple transformations in order to fit the intended visual 

programme of later governments, highlighting how space can be used 

as a means of both disseminating propaganda and reinforcing the au-

thority of the current administration. Most importantly, the history of 

modern scholarship on Ravenna reveals how our understanding of the 

city is constantly developing, and it is because of this I argue that 

much of Ravenna’s significance to our assessment of Late Antique art 

and architecture lies in the potential it holds to reveal new and unprec-

edented information which can vastly improve our knowledge of the 

period as a whole. I will be assessing various monuments dating from 

the 3rd Century-7th Century AD, in line with the general (although 

disputed) parameters of ‘Late Antiquity’ as a period according to mod-

ern scholarship.2  

Church vs. State: San Vitale 

 Firstly, an essential aspect of Ravenna’s importance in our un-

derstanding of Late Antique art and architecture is the presence of 
2 Clark 2011: 1.  
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multiple cultures in its buildings that appear to work in tandem, which 

Janes describes as ‘seats of power… drawing upon each other.’3 Janes 

does not clarify exactly what he means by this, but I believe he is illus-

trating how the Imperial and religious powers which resided in Raven-

na were inextricably linked within the city, culminating in certain 

monuments as two forms of the same power.  

 A key example of the intimate relationship between church and 

Empire in Ravenna is the Imperial panels of Justinian and Theodora 

located on either side of the apse of San Vitale. It becomes clear in this 

basilica that mosaics as an art form can be powerful en0ugh in its ico-

nography and symbolism to become a ‘monument’, therefore justify-

ing its presence in this discussion. Almost instantly, a viewer would 

recognise the parallels between the two panels, such as the presenta-

tion of gifts to the church symbolising the ceremony of the Eucharist. 

However, most interestingly, the only two named figures are Justinian 

himself and Bishop Maximian who ruled between 546-557 AD and 

consecrated the building itself.4 There are distinct parallels to Christian 

concepts which I argue are emblematic of Ravenna’s multifaceted 

function as a seat of both political and spiritual power. For example, 

Justinian is depicted with 12 attendants, possibly linking himself with 

Jesus and his Apostles.5 This connection is particularly significant as it 

can be argued that the panel attempts to explicitly illustrate the gran-

deur of Eastern Imperial rule yet also reflecting the splendour of heav-

en in the intricate, gold background to Justinian’s panel.6 Therefore, 

3 Janes, D. 1998: 37.  

4 Treagold, A., Treagold, W. 1997: 708; Deliyannis, D. 2010: 210.  

5 Maguire, H. 1987: 80.  

6 Kleiner, F. 2009: 320.  
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while the panels depict 

Imperial figures, the na-

ture of the environments 

in which they stand is in-

tentionally reminiscent of 

heavenly magnificence, 

effectively fusing Imperi-

al and Christian images 

of power in order to re-

flect the harmony 

(political and spiritual) 

which would come with 

Byzantine power in Ravenna. 

 Having explored the relationship San Vitale maintains with both 

Imperial and Christian figures of power, we can begin to discuss how 

this is reflective of the city’s importance to our understanding of Late 

Antique art and architecture. The overarching symbolism of the Justin-

ian and Theodora panels is the all-encompassing harmony that comes 

with Imperial subservience to Christ, whilst also furthering the author-

ity of Byzantine power.  As Treadgold rightfully points out, San Vitale 

began under Ecclesius and was consecrated by Maximian-taking two 

decades to finish and spanned across Ostrogothic (Arian) and Byzan-

tine (Orthodox) reigns.7 Therefore, we can read the Imperial panels of 

San Vitale as a permanent mark of Byzantine authority and a condem-

nation of the occupation of Ravenna by the Ostrogoths, illustrating San 

Vitale as an example of Ravenna’s importance as a culmination of var-

7 Treagold, A., Treagold,W. 1997: 711.  

Figure 01: Justian Panel, c. 547 AD. San Vi-

tale, Ravenna. 

Available at: https://sites.google.com/site/

adairarthistory/iii-early-europe-and-colonial-

americas/51-san-vitale-including-justinian-and-

theodora-panels 
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ious powers, allowing modern scholars to chart the history of the city 

through its art and architecture in the footprints buildings such as San 

Vitale have preserved.  

Transitionary Spaces: Sant’Apollinare Nuovo 

In addition to Ravenna’s ability to reflect the intimate relationship be-

tween church and state (and thus the manner in which Justinian sought 

to legitimise his authority in the West through religious verification), it 

is observable that Ravenna is a unique case study in that it illustrates 

the ways in which space can metamorphosise in Late Antiquity. This 

is reflective of the period’s nature as a transition between the Late Ro-

man Empire and the Early Byzantine Empire. In this sense, Ravenna’s 

monuments are important to our assessment of art and architecture in 

Late Antiquity owing to its potential to act as an indicator of how tran-

sitions of power and authority occurred in Late Antiquity, particularly 

between the Ostrogoths and the Byzantines during Ravenna’s recon-

ciliatio (reclamation).8 In particular, Ravenna reveals to us how monu-

ments and spaces can be utilised to affirm the authority of the current 

administration, thus functioning as an invaluable resource to our cur-

rent understanding of Late Antiquity. 

 A key example of this concept is the (originally Arian) church of 

Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, which underwent a series of transformations 

as a proclamation of a new administration and sought to reinforce this 

transition of power. In terms of its architecture, Sant’Apollinare 

Nuovo is a three-aisled basilica, typical of the architectural trend of the 

4th and 5th centuries AD. Originally consecrated under King Theode-

8 Agnellus, Liber Pontificalis 86.  
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ric following his establishment of Ravenna as his capital in 493 AD,9 

Sant’Apollinare Nuovo is believed to have been commissioned as the 

church intended to accompany his palace complex, although this has 

not survived.10 Sant’Apollinare Nuovo is certainly one of the most vis-

ually striking monuments in Ravenna. However, I argue that its most 

interesting feature is the ‘Palatium mosaic’ found in the lower cycle of 

registers, a colonnaded façade believed to depict the palace of King 

Theoderic (Figure 02).11 This mosaic features a grand palatial com-

plex, with the city of Ravenna in the horizon marked with the inscrip-

tion ‘Civitas Ravennae’.  

 The main focus of the mosaic is the golden space located behind 

the main entrance to the palace, possibly reflecting the magnificence 

of the building and thus the harmony of Theoderic’s rule. I also be-

lieve that the golden radiance of the Palatium’s entranceway is sym-

bolic of Theoderic’s idealisa-

tion of Ravenna as his capital, 

using the technical function of 

mosaics to his advantage in a 

similar manner to the Justinian 

panel’s heavenly splendour. 

Upon closer inspection, it be-

comes clear that this mosaic 

has been modified since its 

original creation, evident in 

9 Kleiner, F. 2009: 223.  

10 Urbano, A. 2005: 73.  

11 Von Simson, O. 1948: 81.  

Figure 02: Palatium Mosaic. Sant’Apolli-

nare Nuovo, Ravenna. 

Available at: https://

harrisonimages.smugmug.com/Art/

Ravenna-Mosaics/ 
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the detached arms which are visible on the first and third columns to 

the left of the palace complex. Many academics observe this as evi-

dence of Byzantine modification to an originally Ostrogothic piece of 

art, thus illustrating how art can reflect the history of the space it occu-

pies. This visible modification is supported by modern archaeological 

tests on the mosaic, as the chemical analysis of mortar has revealed 

that the pediment section and the columns of the palace are dated to 

different periods.12 I am compelled to agree with Hendrick’s assertion 

that this visible remnant of a previous design is intentional, acting as a 

damnatio memoriae in dishonouring the original Ostrogothic artwork 

and serving as a permanent mark of domination following the Byzan-

tine reclamation of Ravenna.13 Therefore, the ‘Palatium mosaic’ is a 

successful example of how Ravenna’s monuments can be important to 

our assessment of Late Antique art and architecture in its ability to en-

lighten us to the nature (and reception of) transitions of power, particu-

larly given our understanding of Late Antiquity as an age of transition 

and change.  

 In a similar manner to the ‘Palatium mosaic’s ability to narrate a 

timeline of power in its reconstructions and modifications, the 

Sant’Apollinare Nuovo itself as a monumental space has contributed 

to our understanding of Late Antique history through its various trans-

formations under different administrations, emblematic of the conflict 

between Eastern and Western culture which peaked in Ravenna. In 

addition to this, the basilica illustrates how the city’s monuments act 

as transitionary spaces which in many ways can be perceived as micro-

12 Urbano, A. 2005: 80.  

13 Hendrick, C. 2000: xii.  
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cosmic of the political and cultural shifts Ravenna underwent during 

its ”Byzantisation” following its reconciliatio under Justinian’s rule.14 

Agnellus, a ninth-Century historian, writes in his Liber Pontificalis of 

the inscription he observed in the church’s apse which highlighted 

Theoderic’s dedication of the palace church to ‘Lord Jesus Christ’.15 

However, it is also recorded in Agnellus’ works that Bishop Agnellus 

of Ravenna renamed the church following the Byzantine reclamation 

of the city.16 It is particularly poignant that the basilica was rededicat-

ed to St. Martin of Tours, an incredibly significant figure in the Ortho-

dox church until it was later named Sant’Apollinare Nuovo in the 10th 

Century.17 This rededication not only highlights how the transfor-

mations of Sant’Apollinare Nuovo is both physical and non-physical, 

but also illustrates how Ravenna’s monuments and their history are 

permanently marked by the theological and political tensions which 

permeated the city, given its function as a liminal space between the 

East and West.  

 In summary, Sant’Apollinare Nuovo is a very interesting case 

study in this assessment. This is largely owing to the fact that it exem-

plifies how Ravenna’s monumental spaces underwent physical and 

non-physical reidentification, serving to establish the Byzantine occu-

pation of Ravenna as a restoration of order from the barbaric Ostro-

gothic regime. The ‘Palatium mosaic’ is particularly intriguing in its 

intentional display of the previous Ostrogothic mosaic, reminding the 

14 Urbano, A. 2005: 83.  

15 Agnellus, Liber Pontificalis 86.  

16 Ibid.   

17 Urbano, A. 2005: 91.  
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viewer of the previous administration whilst also asserting Byzantine 

authority and occupation of the space. Sant’Apollinare Nuovo is a per-

fect example of the chaotic and frequent shifts of power occurring in 

Late Antiquity, illustrating how Ravenna’s visual and artistic pro-

gramme serves as a valuable resource to our understanding of the re-

gion’s history and the ways in which iconography can narrate it. 

Quality Of Evidence: Ravenna vs. Antioch 

Finally, having established how Ravenna’s monuments are demonstra-

tive of the intimate relationship between religious and Imperial powers 

in Late Antiquity and the ways in which they articulate and remember 

history in its art and architecture, we can discuss Ravenna’s unique 

position as a testimony of things that have otherwise disappeared- 

providing an invaluable collection of evidence in both its quality and 

quantity. In order to validate this argument, we must compare the sur-

viving evidence of Ravenna with other prominent Late Antique cities, 

such as Antioch. As Downey rightly notes, the intellectual and physi-

cal history of the city has somewhat been lost to us across the centu-

ries, therefore skewing our perception of the Late Antique period and 

preventing us from fully understanding the period as a whole.18 In 

comparison to this, modern scholarship has generally recognised the 

rarity of Ravenna in terms of its quantity of surviving monuments, 

from which much of our current understanding of the Late Antique 

period has sprung.19 Therefore, Ravenna’s importance to our assess-

ment is also evident in its potential to possibly reveal aspects of archi-

tectural and artistic trends expanding across the Late Antique era.  

18 Downey, G. 1961: 24. 

19 Lee, A. 2013:106.  
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 However, it must also be noted that the inconsistency of surviv-

ing material evidence across the Empire has led us to depend upon 

Ravenna to explain many unanswered questions about the period, such 

as how the Byzantines successfully re-established power in Ravenna 

and consolidated the transition from Arian to Orthodox Christianity. 

This is also partially because our main ancient source for this date, 

Agnellus, is over three centuries after the period of discussion but is 

important given the fragmentary nature of more contemporary sources 

such as Theoderic’s ‘Gothic History’.20 It is because of this that I must 

argue that despite Ravenna’s monuments being evidently important to 

our understanding of the Late Antique period as an exhibition of what 

may have been lost in other prominent cities, the disparity of what has 

survived has made it impossible for us to fully comprehend the nature 

of art and architecture in Late Antiquity.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, having discussed the essential aspects of Ravenna’s im-

portance to our understanding of Late Antiquity through a series of 

detailed case studies, I must argue that Ravenna’s monuments are col-

lectively an invaluable resource to modern art historians, from which 

we can speculate and attempt to further comprehend the reality of the 

Late Antique era. Ultimately, the significance of Ravenna’s monu-

ments stems from its ability to articulate the ways in which different 

administrations maintained a dialogue through the spaces they occupy, 

as Ravenna eventually became purpose-built for the dissemination of 

Byzantine propaganda as a testament to the government’s authority 

and power in the region. In some ways, Ravenna itself has become a 

20 Amory, P. 2003: 67.  
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‘monument’ to the clash of cultures which dominated the era, with 

modern academics observing its art and architecture as examples of 

the superfluous nature of power in the period. 
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The New Rome: The Role of the Hippodrome Collection in 

Constantinople’s Rise as the New Capital of the Roman 

Empire  

Arthur Coppée 

 King’s College London 

 

On 11 May 330 CE, Constantine the Great inaugurated his newly 

founded capital as Nova Roma Constantinopolitana. That is what is 

recorded on the imperial edict of foundation engraved on a stele erect-

ed in the Strategeion.1 Since then, Byzantine historians have increas-

ingly described their capital as the ‘new’ or ‘second’ Rome (Porf., 

Carm. 4.6, 18.34; Them., Or. 3.42a, 14.184a; Socr., Hist.eccles. 

1.16).2 This essay explores how Constantine articulated Constantino-

ple’s new urban identity. It argues that the emperor’s programmatic 

importation of antique statuary transformed the city into the cultural 

capital of the Graeco-Roman world. There are multiple possible ap-

proaches to this question, yet word limit restricts me to a single inter-

pretation. My assessment focusses on four monuments from the col-

lection assembled in the Hippodrome, a key locus for entertainment 

and imperial ceremony. They include the statue of a hyena, the Ser-

pent Column, the statue of Theophanes of Mytilene, and the She-

Wolf. Each is not only distinct in provenance, but also belongs to one 

of Bassett’s four categories; a practical yet sporadically overlapping 

classification system for the different groups of antiquities in the Hip-

1 Çakmak and Freely 2004: 25. 

2 Ward-Perkins 2011: 54.  
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podrome collection.3 The available evidence consists of multiple refer-

ences from a variety of literary genres dating from the fourth to the 

fourteenth centuries. Remains of some of the monuments, which are 

either in situ or on display in the Istanbul Archaeological Museum, 

make up most of the material evidence. Finally, some pictorial evi-

dence from the late Byzantine and Ottoman periods depicts the circus. 

Modern scholarship - Mango’s in particular - describes the broader 

artistic and social contexts in which the statues were viewed, whereas 

recent works, such as Bassett’s classification and cataloguing of the 

Constantinopolitan collections, tend to be more analytical.4  

 In April 1204, Byzantine historian Niketas Choniates witnessed 

how the army of the Fourth Crusade captured Constantinople, then 

ravaged and plundered it for three days. In the looting process, the 

Crusaders are recorded to have consigned twenty-five antiquities from 

the Hippodrome collection, most of which were figural sculpture, to 

the smelting furnaces (Nic., De sig. 647-55). Choniates deplores how 

all the statues standing in the Hippodrome were callously cast to the 

ground and minted into coins (Nic., De sig. 649, 648, 650). Niketas 

extensively documents this unfortunate act of vandalism in his De 

signis, which is part of his History of Constantinople. This history, 

covering the period 1118-1206, is especially valuable for its account of 

the Crusaders’ sack of the city. 

 One of the sculptures to meet this fate is a bronze statue of a hy-

ena. Niketas briefly mentions it as it is sent to the furnace along with 

the She-Wolf (Nic., De sig. 650). Despite the lack of information, the 

3 Bassett 2004: 59-64. 

4 Mango 1966; Bassett 2004: 59-64.  
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broader antipathy towards the Latins can be inferred from this passage. 

By calling them barbarians (Nic., De sig. 649), the historian contrasts 

the elevation of his own culture with that of the depraved West. In ad-

dition, Cutler has convincingly argued that Niketas must have read the 

texts of older historians documenting the Vandal appropriation of Ro-

man bronzes (Proc., Wars 3.54) and the melting-down of the remain-

ing statues by the emperor Avitus for coin to pay his troops (John, 

FGH 4.616). Although Niketas’ charges against the Latins are more 

tightly argued, his language often parallels that of these sources.5 

 A description of the statue in the Parastaseis Syntomoi Chroni-

kai, an anonymous eighth-century work describing the monuments of 

Byzantine Constantinople, provides additional information (Par. 62 = 

Patria 2.79).6 According to this obscure text, the hyena was brought 

from Antioch to Constantinople by Constantine. The author also draws 

a connection between the hyena and the ‘dragon statue’. Bassett argues 

that the association with this dragon suggests that the hyena was locat-

ed near the Skylla on the euripus.7 The Skylla, which she classifies as 

a victory monument, was an epic Greek monster. In light of its mytho-

logical power, I concur with her observation that in the context of the 

circus, the Skylla brought to mind ancient heroes, whose glory could 

be seen as transferable to the present-day athletes.8 This neatly crafted 

arrangement of statues allowed a dialogue between monuments of dif-

ferent types; it also conformed to the standard manner of display in the 

5 See Cutler 1968: 116.  

6 Kazhdan 1991: 1586.  

7 Bassett 2004: 219.  

8 See Bassett 1991: 91. 
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Roman circus.9 Thus, the hyena became one element of a bigger en-

semble emulating the western capital. 

 The hyena belongs to the group of monuments known as apotro-

paia, which functioned as evil-repelling talismans. In conjunction with 

those of other images of animals, such as the lion, and fantastic crea-

tures, such as the dragon (Par. 62 = Patria 2.79) and the sphinx (Nic., 

De sig. 650), the hyena’s nefarious powers (Aelian, De nat. an. 6.14, 

7.22), contained in a civilised centre such as the Hippodrome, were 

released against the very forces that had spawned them. In this regard, 

apotropaia became very useful images for adorning the course, for 

their purgatory abilities protected the track and athletes against evil.10 

The connection with Rome becomes clear when Niketas refers to the 

hyena as a venerable ancient heirloom of the Latin race (Nic., De sig. 

650). Thus, the hyena becomes a symbol of power and courage.  

 The second monument, the Serpent Column, is a victory monu-

ment associated with a specific military conquest. This image is even 

more explicit in its evocation of a heroic identity for the new capital. 

Originally part of the support for a large tripod which stood in the 

sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi, the column consists of a bronze shaft 

5.35m high. It represents three intertwined snakes separating into 

branches which spread outwards at the top. 

 The Serpent Column is mentioned in a plethora of ancient 

sources. After describing the decisive Greek victory over the Persians 

at Plataea in 479 BCE, Herodotus records the decision of the citizens 

9 Bassett 2004: 58.  

10 See Bassett 2004: 60-61.  
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of the thirty-one cities to dedicate a monument to Apollo at Delphi 

(Herod. 9.81). Thucydides (Thuc. 1.132) and Pseudo-Demosthenes in 

Apollodoros’ Against Neaira (Pseudo-Dem. LIX) agree that Pausani-

as, overly conceited of his victory at Plataea, ordered a diptych en-

graved on the column which would ascribe the victory to himself 

alone, which the Lacedaemonians eventually replaced with the names 

of the victorious cities. Both authors have their versions of how this 

scandal was settled. As Pausanias the Traveller reports, the actual tri-

pod, made of gold, was carried off in 355 BCE by marauding Phocians 

(Paus. 10.13.9), which diminished the monument to the bronze col-

umn. According to Diodorus Siculus, a couplet by the poet Simonides 

replaced Pausanias’ unlawful personal dedication (Diod. 11.33.2). Fi-

nally, Eusebius, Socrates and Zosimus explain how the Serpent Col-

umn, together with the sacred tripods of Apollo at Delphi and the stat-

ue of the god, were confiscated by Constantine and shipped to Con-

stantinople to adorn the Hippodrome (Euseb., Vit. Const. 3.54.2; Socr., 

Hist. eccles. 1.16.3; Zos. 2.31.1). 

 Despite the monument’s extensive travels and mutilations, the 

Serpent Column is one of only two monuments in the Hippodrome 

collection to remain in its original location — the former euripus, 

which was crowded with sculpture.11 Whereas the trunk remains in 

situ (figure 1), the upper part of one of the serpents’ heads is housed in 

the Istanbul Archaeological Museum (figure 2). The 1855-56 excava-

tion exposed the names of the thirty-one Greek cities, which were in-
11  The monument was further damaged in 1700. Mango 1963: 75 suggests that the heads 
were destroyed by members of the German Embassy. This may not be true, however, for in 
Aubry de la Motraye’s 1727 drawing of Meydanı Muslim’s wedding, the column is depicted 
with its three heads intact. See https://www.thebyzantinelegacy.com/serpent-column, image 
7. See also Onofrio Panvinio’s engraving of the ruins of the Hippodrome in Ciotti, De ludis 
circensibus, libri II.  
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scribed in Phocian on the serpents’ lower coils (figure 3). These works 

also confirmed Eusebius’ statement that the monument was brought to 

the capital by Constantine, since the column stands on the foundation 

level of the Hippodrome.12 Although the Serpent Column was a monu-

ment associated with an ancient military triumph, in Constantinople 

this work of art was suddenly relocated to a Rome-like ambience. In a 

context in which Constantinople was increasingly describing itself as 

the New Rome, the power of the monument’s heroic past can be un-

derstood as being transferred to the new capital.13 With the defeat of 

the Persians at Plataea the Greeks secured the safety of their home-

land, and in the Hippodrome the monument described Constantinople 

as the protector of these values.14 James, however, alerts the viewer to 

the issue of intentionalism, according to which the true meaning of an 

image can only be appreciated with a full understanding of the motives 

behind its creation. Indeed, one can only guess what Constantine want-

ed his audience to see, keeping in mind that it does not automatically 

follow that his audience viewed the image thus nor, most crucially, 

that the interpretation of the image did not change over time.15  

 Images of public figures also featured in the Hippodrome collec-

tion. A large circular base from the Hippodrome on display in the Is-

tanbul Archaeological Museum preserves an honorific inscription to 

the Mytilenean civic hero Theophanes (80-30 BC), an advisor to Pom-

pey Magnus. The demonstrably Aeolic dialect of the inscription re-

12 Bassett 1991: 90.  

13 See p. 1.  

14 See also Bassett 1991: 94.   

15 See James 1996. On the consequences the audiences’ changing attitudes towards pagan 
statuary, see esp. Mango 1966.  
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veals the statue’s origin, Lesbos, from where it was shipped to Con-

stantinople by Constantine. Bassett remarks that the dowel holes in the 

statue’s base indicate that it was made of bronze.16 Although the stat-

ue’s appearance is unknown, numismatic evidence from Mytilene da-

ting to the reigns of Tiberius and Septimius Severus suggests the man 

was a clean-shaven individual with short hair.17 Theophanes, who sin-

gle-handedly reintegrated the city’s fortunes into the Roman orbit in 

the aftermath of Mytilene’s defection from the Roman cause during 

the Mithridatic wars, became a much-celebrated individual. In this re-

spect, his statue may be seen as a monument to civic identity.  

 Images of Rome were without doubt the most important artefacts 

in the description of Constantinople as the New Rome. The She-Wolf, 

which according to Niketas disappeared in the Crusaders’ furnace in 

1204 just like the hyena (Nic., De sig. 650) - indicating a bronze medi-

um - was one of Rome’s most iconic images. Livy (Livy 1.23.12) and 

Cicero (Cic., Cat. 3.19; de div. 1.19, 2.47) mention statues of the wolf 

nursing the twins Romulus and Remus at the Lupercale and on the 

Capitole. The motif of the wolf appeared on Rome’s coin issues and 

was conceptualised as a quintessentially Roman identification in narra-

tive imagery.18 The attribution of this import to Constantine is not at-

tested textually, but since the group represented the mythical founda-

tion of Rome, I believe this makes a good case for Constantinian im-

portation. This emblematic Roman sculpture illustrates Dagron’s state-

16 Bassett 2004: 230.  

17 Bassett 2004: 44.  

18 See, for instance, how the image of the wolf with the twins on the floor mosaic from Gi-
rona, Spain depicting the Circus Maximus identify the setting as Rome.  
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ment of ‘playing Romans’.19 Indeed, no monument better embodies 

Rome’s heroic past and more conspicuously displays the virtue of 

romanitas; nowhere would it have conveyed more powerfully its mes-

sage than in an empty city.20  

 In this essay, I discussed four antiquities from the collection 

Constantine the Great amassed in the Hippodrome. I showed how 

these monuments differed in type and origin, how their arrangement in 

the circus allowed for dialogue between them, how their messages are 

highly symbolic and volatile, and how together they articulated Con-

stantinople’s identity as the New Rome. The hyena as a symbol of 

power and courageousness, the Serpent Column as a monument with a 

transferable past, the statue of Theophanes of Mytilene as a monument 

to civic identity, and the She-Wolf as an emblematic image of Rome’s 

foundation, were part of a larger sculptural ensemble which trans-

formed an insignificant city into what Bassett artfully described as ‘a 

museum of the empire’.21 The trend of collecting antiquities initiated 

by Constantine would be continued by Theodosius and subsequent em-

perors and would quickly extend beyond the court when aristocrats 

started amassing collections for private consumption.  

 

19 Dagron 1984: 171-72.  

20 See Bassett 1991: 95-96 and Ousterhout 2019: 24.  

21 Bassett 2004: 49. 
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Figure 1: The column shaft in its current state, Istanbul. (https://

www.thebyzantinelegacy.com/serpent-column, accessed 23.12.19) 
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Figure 2: Part of one of the serpents’ heads, Istanbul Archeological 

Museum, Istanbul. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serpent_Column#/

media/File:Serpent_head_-_Serpentine_Column_1.jpg, accessed 

23.12.19)  
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Figure 3: Hermann Roehl’s 

1907 drawing of the inscribed 

names of the Greek cities 

(https://

www.thebyzantinelegacy.com/

serpent-column, accessed 

23.12.19).  
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1 Marshall 2006: 263 – 6. 

2 See Stace 1998 for analysis of Fraenkel 2007  theory of the inflation of the slave charac-
ters. 

A Discussion of the Significance of Slaves in the Genre of 
Roman Comedy 

Ellen Jones 

KCL 

 

C. W. Marshall described Roman comedy as ‘slave theatre’ – a genre 

through which the voices of slave characters and enslaved actors are 

heard.1 Although scholarship asserted that Roman slaves left little be-

hind to express their feelings and ideas about their life experience, in 

examining the role of slaves in Roman comedy, this does not appear 

to be the case. All of the surviving works from this genre of Roman 

comedy come from the dramatists Plautus and Terence, and all of 

their plays are fabula palliata, plays based on Greek subjects. And 

yet, the Roman palliata inflated the roles of slave characters in such a 

way that not only were they essential to the narrative, but the genre of 

comedy became an essential mode through which the lived experience 

of slaves could be platformed.2 The significance of slaves in Roman 

comedy are manifold: they provide a means for criticisms of the state, 

a voicing of opinions belonging to lower classes and explore power 

dynamics between slaves. Additionally, comedy as a genre facilitated 

a kind of quasi-empowerment for slaves, and an opportunity to imag-

ine and express their desire for freedom. 

 To understand the significance of slaves in Roman comedy, it is 

necessary to ascertain what slavery was and was not during central 
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Italian society in the 200s BCE. At this particular time slavery was not 

related to race nor social class, but instead to civil status – one which 

many people were vulnerable to becoming part of in this period.3 The 

audience would certainly have included slaves and freed slaves as in-

dicated by the appeals to slaves and freed slaves in the audience, 

though these were not always overt. 

 That slaves are a significant part of Roman comedy should be 

immediately obvious; not only is there a significant number of slaves – 

within the Plautine plays there are 40 slaves across 21 plays, the roles 

they play are substantial either in moving plot forwards or because of 

the extent to which they speak.4 Whilst the genre of Greek New Come-

dy featured slave characters, the role of slaves was ‘inflated’ by Plau-

tus. These ‘inflated’ slave characters divide into three types: the servi 

callidi, the deceived slave, and the special interest slaves, with each 

type having a specific role and significance within the play. Although 

some might regard slaves in Roman comedy as being stock characters, 

it is probably fairer to say that they are character studies. The servus 

callidus are the slaves who are agents of deception, such as Chrysalus 

in the Bacchides or Pseudolous. They often not only have heightened 

characteristics such as cunning and ingenuity but also mastermind de-

ceptions which serve as key plot points in the genre of Roman come-

dy. The ‘deceived slaves’, such as Sosia from Amphitruo, are the op-

posite; they are the slaves who are deceived often to humorous effect, 

which is sometimes emphasised with the addition of dramatic irony 

that the audience can appreciate. The third type is what Stace terms 

3 Taylor 2013 [1960]: 132 – 49 describes the fluidity of slavery during this period. For an 
explanation of slavery as not being a social class see Finley 1998.  

4 Stace 1998: 65-6. 
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6 Stace 1998: 65-6. 

7 Duckworth 1952: 250. 

8 Duckworth 1952: 250. 

 

‘slaves of special interest,’ which includes characters such as Tyn-

darus, Gripus and Truculentes.5 These characters are all comic in na-

ture and created with individuality rather than as stock figures. Of 

course, there are other slaves featured in the plays as well whose roles 

are more minor, and these characters tend to be either protatic in na-

ture or loyal servants who help further the action.6 The extent to which 

each of these types appears throughout different authors works varies, 

as does their impact; Duckworth notes that the servus callidus appears 

in the same proportion in Terence and Plautus’ plays, though in Plau-

tus these characters are more memorable.7 The role of stock characters 

is so substantial, at least within the plays of Plautus, that they suggest 

that improvised drama perhaps influenced the creation of these plays, 

or was at least part of the on-stage action. Terence’s plays feature a 

servi currentem routine, which shares similarities with Plautus’ ap-

proach, although it is less exaggerated and more concise in nature, an 

innovation likely designed to create more restrained and less farcical 

comedy.8 Although the importance of slaves within the narrative is 

clear within the plays themselves, their significance within the genre is 

more marked in terms of what they say and the resulting socio-

political implications.  

 Slaves in Plautus account for almost twice as many monologues 

as any other character. The device is used on the one hand to facilitate 

exposition, but more significantly it allows for introspection and com-

mentary. That slave characters – who in real life had no right to speak 
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11 See Richlin 2019 Chapter 7 for an explanation of travel and trad on the impact of Roman 
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– are allowed to monologue so extensively highlights their signifi-

cance to the genre in providing a mode through which transgressive or 

critical opinions could be voiced. Slave characters demonstrate a self-

awareness of this, repeatedly undermining their speeches with under-

cutting remarks which repudiate the right to speak: in Plautus’ Persa, 

Saturio remarks ‘but aren’t I foolish to worry about the state/ when 

there are magistrates who ought to be worrying about it?’.9 Roman lit-

erary tradition has a precedent for speaking truth to power, but the 

comedies of Plautus were written against the turbulent political turmoil 

of the mid-Republic, a time during which to criticize the power and 

actions of individuals or state was perilous.10 Whilst slave characters 

emphasise that what is said is not meaningful political commentary to 

be taken seriously, these criticisms are still aired on the stage.  The this 

transgression went unchallenged is peculiar, especially in light of the 

fact that the state funded performances of them at the ludi. Goldberg 

has hypothesized that this may be due to the way plays may have been 

staged in Rome using temporary stages and bleachers, as well as the 

often-asserted notion that plays were singularly commissioned and 

performed. But there is evidence of performance of this genre of com-

edy throughout central Italy.11 The temporary, often make-shift nature 

of the performance spaces–combined with the use of a slave character

–might have made it easier to dismiss the assertions made as at all 

plausible. Another reason slave characters are able to be so vociferous 

in their opinions may lie in the fact that their monologues are never 
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aimed at any particular individual but instead use ‘the language of 

popular protest.’12 Several scholars have argued that the genre of Ro-

man comedy was one of the key cultural phenomena which encour-

aged the later uprisings and slave-revolts which dominated the first 

century BCE. Alas, this seems unlikely, or at least the realm of theatre 

was seemingly no match for a whole Roman infrastructure founded 

upon, and built through, slavery. This does not mean, however, that 

Roman comedy could not facilitate a way to imagine a different socie-

ty and air discontentment about its current form and to provide a way 

to hope and envisage a better future.13  

 Roman comedy was evidently a space in which slave characters 

were afforded a rare and unique opportunity to imagine a different 

kind of existence and to be afforded as much humanity as anyone else; 

as Leonida says in Asinira ‘I am just as much a person as you.’14 In 

part, this is likely because the actors of Roman comedy, whilst not 

necessarily slaves themselves, were almost certainly low in status; as 

Richlin describes, they were ‘highly skilled, but socially marginal.’15 

In the same way that modern comics include aspects of their own life 

experiences in their performance, Roman actors brought aspects of 

their lives into their metatheatrical jokes. McCarthy argues that come-

dy helped the audience, but asserts that these people were Roman citi-

zens and owners of slaves, and that comedy’s purpose was to help 

quell their anxieties about being slave-masters.16 However, this argu-
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ment is predicated on the idea that the wealthy dominated theatre spac-

es, when in fact the plays themselves ‘interpellate the audience seg-

mentally and intermittently’, demonstrating a mix of social classes in 

the audience.17  McCarthy’s argument elucidates what the upper clas-

ses got out of the genre of comedy, but the notion that all art should be 

the realm of the upper classes and something that must pander to them 

is as unsettling as it is unconvincing. If anything, the actions taken by 

slaves within Roman comedy might actually aggravate their anxieties 

in the ways in which they elevate themselves above and at the expense 

of their masters. Not only this, they emphasise the life they had prior 

to slavery and their wish for freedom, either practically or in the style 

of a fantastical escape.18 If tragedy seriously considers the lives of the 

upper classes, comedy mocks them openly. This can be seen either 

through the language used or through the use of physical violence. 

Pseudolus invokes that his master would have ‘had no mercy for my 

back’ when forcing him into supplication.19 In Asinira, Libanus and 

Leonida force the young owner and his prostitute onto their knees and 

humiliate them. The roles of master and slave have been reversed, 

providing an outlet for thoughts of a different kind of existence; this 

counters McCarthy’s notion of an upper-class audience whose anxie-

ties no-doubt would be increased by these narratives.20 

 By playing the owner, slaves also achieve a way to oppose pow-

16 McCarthy 2000. 

17 Richlin, A. 2005: 8.  

18 See Richlin 2019 Chapers 7 and  8 for analysis of slave lives before slavery and the dream 

of freedom  

19 Plautus, Pseudolus 1324.  

20 McCarthy 2000. 
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er structures through what bell hooks describes as ‘a critical gaze, one 

that ‘looks’ to document.’21 Through bearing witness – literally mak-

ing a spectacle of their treatment and those who inflict it - slaves are 

able to accrue a tiny amount of power on stage. Slaves in Roman com-

edy clearly articulate their desire for freedom - made clear through ob-

vious lines such as those of Philto regarding Stasimus; ‘he’s a person/ 

he wants to be made free.22 In Captivi it is stated as a fact that all hu-

man beings want freedom, and in the world of theatre, slaves were 

able to see this expressed in albeit fictional, fantastical ways.23 

 That slaves had a significant impact on Roman comedy as a gen-

re is clear, both in terms of the plays’ narratives and in engaging an 

audience as both enslaved actors and slave characters with relatable 

aspects. Moreover, the genre of comedy provided a means for slaves 

as low-status people to communicate their lived experiences which 

likely resonated with some of the audience. Slaves were also able to 

speak truth to power – whether those were individual masters or the 

modes of state - without consequences and articulate the anger and 

fear of vulnerable individuals, a sense exacerbated by the heightened 

political turmoil during the mid and late Republic.  

 Most of all, slaves characters were able to hypothesise a differ-

ent sort of existence, one where freedom and the ability to speak truth 

to power and be heard by an audience were possible, if only in imagi-

nation. Slaves in Roman comedy are not leading the revolution, but 

they dare to imagine a different world where the power dynamics are 

21 hooks 2003: 207-221.  

22 Trin 563-4. 

23 Plautus, Captivi 119-120.  
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Xenophanes’ conceptions of the divine were a stark critique against 

the Homeric and Hesiodic models of anthropomorphic gods, an avant-

garde statement in pre-Socratic philosophy. The Cthulhu Mythos of 

Henry Phillip Lovecraft and his associated writers is a fictional uni-

verse used in their works of weird fiction and horror from the 1920s 

onwards. While these may not seem related at first glance, some two 

thousand years apart, similarities are more likely than one would 

think. Rejecting the idea that gods are individuals with distinct forms 

and personalities, Xenophanes instead proposes a single God above 

other gods, one ‘neither in bodily frame similar to mortals nor in 

thought’ (B23). His triptych interpretation maintains that gods (the 

greatest God in particular) are all-powerful, removed from mortal 

standards and qualities, and that no human can have certain 

knowledge of their nature. In the Cthulhu mythos, the Outer Gods are 

usually depicted as formless, impersonal beings of great power incom-

prehensible to humans. Additionally, Lovecraftian stories also explain 

that the mere knowledge about these Outer Gods and other eldritch 

beings is enough to drive humans insane. While there are minute de-

tails such as the Elder Gods that differ from Xenophanes’ theology, 

Lovecraftian ‘cosmicism’ and the Cthulhu mythos are still similar in 

essence. In light of these parallels, I believe that, to some extent, the 

Cthulhu Mythos and Lovecraft’s idea of ‘cosmic indifference’ is a 
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spiritual successor to the theology of Xenophanes and serves as proof, 

at least in concept that Xenophanes’ take on the nature of the divine 

are not completely dismissible.  

 ‘As a whole he sees, as a whole he thinks, and as a whole he 

hears’ is what Xenophanes writes in B24. This fragment primarily em-

phasises that Xenophanes’ God has a form to be ‘whole’ in, as con-

temporary scholarship supports. For example, Warren writes that just 

because god does not resemble a human ‘does not mean that the god 

has no body’ and that ‘it is unlikely (Xenophanes) thought this (B24) 

could be done without a body of some sort’.1 In B26, Xenophanes 

states that ‘he [god] always stays in the same place, not moving at all,’ 

suggesting that it is unnecessary for an omnipotent being to move be-

cause he can make all things tremble ‘without any toil, by the organ of 

his mind’ (B25). The ‘daemon sultan’ Azathoth, a major Outer God of 

Lovecraftian Mythos, seems to fit this description quite well. In The 

Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath, Lovecraft describes him as an 

‘amorphous blight of nethermost confusion which blasphemes and 

bubbles at the center(sic) of all infinity’.2 Here, he is described as a 

‘nethermost confusion’, suggesting a physical form that does not re-

semble the human biology in any capacity. And, as he ‘blasphemes 

and bubbles at the centre of all infinity,’ it can be implied that he does 

not move and stays at the centre of all infinity. In fact, in most depic-

tions, Azathoth is an omnipotent sleeping god that invents all of reali-

ty via his dreams, kept asleep by the ‘beat of vile drums’ and the 

‘monotonous whine of accursed flutes.’3 These traits are not dissimilar 

1 Warren 2007:47-48. 

2 Lovecraft 1943: 76-134.  

3 Ibid.  
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to Xenophanes’ proposition of a god greater than all others, who can 

shake the world with his mind; this is because dreaming is a function 

of the mind. Furthermore, Xenophanes states in B23 that there is ‘one 

god, among both gods and humans the greatest’, cementing his idea 

that there is one supreme god above all other beings that exist along-

side this god. Azathoth also coincides with this description by being 

commonly described as lord of all, a ‘daemon sultan’ that sits atop of 

the hierarchy of Lovecraftian Outer Gods. Thus, it would not be outra-

geous to compare the works of Xenophanes to Lovecraft, as these 

comparisons may prove.  

 But Azathoth alone cannot reconcile all of Xenophanes’ philoso-

phies. B24 mentions that the god is not only ‘whole’, but also sees, 

thinks and hears all. While Azathoth is omnipotent, he does so without 

being conscious and cannot be aware of what he creates. On the other 

hand, Yog Sothoth is another Outer God that is said to be the most 

knowledgeable of all. In The Dunwich Horror, Lovecraft states that 

‘past, present, future, all are one in Yog-Sothoth’, explaining that he 

sees everything at once.5 Lovecraft also states that he is coterminous 

with all of time and space, and in Through the Gates of the Silver Key 

he is described as ‘not merely a thing of one Space-Time continuum’ 

and ‘has no confines and which outreaches fancy and mathematics 

alike’, suggesting his existence is outside of a normal space time con-

tinuum and thus, outside of human comprehension.6 Much like other 

Lovecraftian deities, Yog Sothoth’s “true form” is also non-human and 

grotesque, described as a being composed of iridescent globes in The 

4 Lovecraft 1929:481-508.  

5 Lovecraft 1934:60-85.  

6 Lovecraft 1933:43-68.  
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Horror in the Museum.7 While there is more to Yog Sothoth’s identity, 

these facets again tie into Xenophanes’ idea of the divine being omni-

present and omniscient, as well as being ‘neither in bodily frame simi-

lar to mortals nor in thought’.  

 While Xenophanes’ concept of a non-human and omnipotent 

god can be clearly seen when examining the qualities of Azathoth and 

Yog Sothoth, the consideration of Xenophanes’ theology cannot be 

completed without the last piece of his tripartite model: the notion that 

true knowledge of the divine cannot be attained by mortals. For Xe-

nophanes, ‘there has never been any man, nor will there ever be one, 

who knows what is clear about the gods’ (B34). Here, he uses the term 

‘saphés’ for ‘clear’, also used by contemporary writer Herodotus, who 

defines it as something that can be confirmed on the basis of first-hand 

observation.7 With this in mind, B34 may be interpreted to mean that 

mortals cannot attain first-hand knowledge of the divine. In Through 

the Gates of the Silver Key, Lovecraft elaborates on the concept of 

countless hyperdimensional planes of existence called Gates, guarded 

by an avatar of Yog Sothoth and the forbidden knowledge beyond 

these Gates.8 Within the mythos, beyond the final ‘Ultimate Gate’ is 

where Azathoth and the other Outer Gods reside, a level of existence 

as foreign to human conception as the beings that inhabit it. The con-

cept of Gates is also implied in Hypnos, and the First Gate is described 

as ‘sticky, clammy mass’ that is ‘incalculably denser’ than other 

planes of existence.9 The narrator of Hypnos, a mortal human gives up 

on attempting to access it while the titular Hypnos (here an Elder God 
7 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/xenophanes (23/2/2020)  

8 Lovecraft 1934: 60-85.  

9  Lovecraft 1923:1-3.  
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who has thus far easily accessed other dimensions) passes the Gate on-

ly to experience ‘vistas of unvisitable hells’ and warns the narrator to 

never venture within those realms again’.10 If we interpret Outer Gods 

to be on the same level of Xenophanes’ God, then their existence be-

yond the Ultimate Gate is not only a testament to how far removed 

they are from humanity and mortal conception, but also proof that 

mortals can never attain first-hand knowledge of them if they are una-

ble to pass the First Gate, not to mention the countless other ones. Alt-

hough an argument can be made for Randolph Carter, who successful-

ly unlocked the First Gate with the help of the Silver Key and ventured 

through the other Gates in Through the Gates of the Silver Key, it is 

made clear that his existence was altered during this experience and 

the fate of the person Randolph Carter was left vague at the end after 

his merging with the wizard Zkauba.11 Thus, this concept inherently 

does not contradict with the statements made in B34, and I believe that 

it passes as a point of similarity.  

 Moreover, the unfathomable nature of Lovecraftian eldritch be-

ings is often emphasized. A prime example can be seen in The Call of 

the Cthulhu, where Cthulhu has a consistent physical description in the 

form of statues and images, but it also ‘cannot be described’ and are 

‘contradictions of all matter, force and cosmic order’ when encoun-

tered in person.12 Comparing this to Xenophanes’ ideas, it can equated 

that the human visage of the pantheon in traditional concepts, much 

like the idols of Lovecraftian gods, is the extent of human perception, 

and there exists a further, incomprehensible form of the divine that 
10 Ibid.  

11  Lovecraft 1934:60-85.  

12 Lovecraft 1928:159-78.  
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mortals cannot see or attain knowledge of. Consequently, it can be in-

terpreted that Xenophanes merely attempts to describe what such gods 

so far removed from humanity must be capable of if their nature is un-

able to be grasped by mortal men. As such, this aspect of Lovecraftian 

deities also corresponds to Xenophanes’ theology.  

 However, that may be where the concrete similarities end. Be-

sides the alien Outer Gods and Great Old Ones, more ‘human’ gods 

also exist within the Lovecraftian mythos in the form of the Elder 

Gods, such as Hypnos in Hypnos and Nodens in The Strange High 

House in the Mist. In these stories, they are mentioned to have a much 

more human form, with Hypnos described as being a man 

‘approaching forty years of age’ and ‘wan and hollow- cheeked, but 

oval and actually beautiful.’13 Nodens also acts as a more benevolent 

and understandable being in The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath, 

aiding the protagonist against the Outer God Nyarlathotep. As the El-

der Gods were heavily inspired by existing mythological deities, it is 

unsurprising that they stick closer to the traditional Homeric depictions 

of gods than anything else. They also interact more directly with hu-

mans and by virtue of having a form that does not drive humans to in-

sanity, first-hand confirmation and thus clear knowledge of them can 

be gained. Other than the Elder Gods, there is also Nyarlathotep, an 

outlier within the Outer Gods. Compared to the more reclusive and 

impersonal deities like Azathoth and Yog Sothoth, Nyarlathotep is far 

more involved with humans and often appears in a humanoid avatar to 

walk the earth. As Lovecraft writes in Nyarlathotep, the Outer God 

13 Lovecraft 1923:1-3. 
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‘was of the old native blood and looked like a Pharaoh’ and was 

‘swarthy, slender, and sinister’.14 Within the story, Nyarlathotep uses 

‘instruments yet stranger’ fashioned from the ‘strange instruments of 

glass and metal’ to drive people into madness, an active albeit not at all 

benevolent interaction with mankind. Even Yog Sothoth, a being utter-

ly detached from mortal standards in both behaviour and form was 

convinced by Wilbur Whateley to impregnate his daughter Lavinia in 

The Dunwich Horror, showing some qualities not dissimilar to hu-

mans.15 Xenophanes writes in B14 ‘but mortals suppose that gods are 

born’, criticizing that a truly divine being does not need to be born, but 

is a constant, perpetual existence. This is also in stark contrast to the 

deities of the Lovecraftian mythos, especially the Outer Gods and 

Great Old Ones, who are mostly related to each other (e.g. Azathoth is 

the grandfather of Yog Sothoth and the great-great-grandfather of 

Cthulhu, etc.). As these clearly contradict Xenophanes’ theology, it 

can be proven that not all of Lovecraftian mythos is parallel with the 

radical outlook of this pre-Socratic philosopher.  

 Nevertheless, parts of these mythos still agree with Xenophanes, 

especially regarding the behaviour and morality of gods. B11 states 

that traditional gods have been attributed ‘all things that among men 

are sources of blame and censure’, suggesting that gods committing 

acts considered immoral by men are inappropriate because perhaps 

defiles their divine perfection. With this said, Xenophanes does not 

offer any alternatives as there is no further elaboration to this point, so 

his exact intentions behind this statement can only be left up to specu-

14 Lovecraft 1920:19-21.  

15 Lovecraft 1929:481-508.  
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lation. In any case, his criticism towards the moral standards and be-

haviour of the divine does not inherently clash with that of Lovecrafti-

an beings because the concept of human morals cannot be applied to 

something non-human. Though Nodens may appear benevolent, his 

actions may not reflect his intentions or morals, if indeed he has any. 

Similarly, while Nyarlathotep may revel in causing chaos, he is more 

akin to a child playing with toys than something trying to end the 

world. The qualities of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ is subjectively human and 

does not apply to impersonal cosmic deities several magnitudes above 

humanity, and it is only through human perception that we believe 

these beings are good or evil. From this, it can be observed as that both 

this interpretation and Xenophanes’ does not contradict each other, 

they are able to accommodate each other.  

 Finally, with all the details of the Lovecraftian mythos elaborat-

ed, Lovecraft’s ideology of ‘cosmic indifference’ and it’s partial spir-

itual succession of Xenophanes’ theory. It should be noted that a huge 

discrepancy between Lovecraft’s philosophy and Xenophanes’ theolo-

gy is that Lovecraft’s cosmicism adheres much closer to nihilism and 

denies the existence of a recognizable divine presence while Xenopha-

nes obviously does not. But as a result of recognizing the insignifi-

cance of human beings and how incomprehensible the vast cosmos is, 

Lovecraft is able to model the eldritch deities in his stories as beings of 

incalculable size with a cognitive process far removed from human 

standards because of how insignificant humans are compared to these 

creatures.16 It would be like comparing the thought process of a bacte-

ria to that of a person; there is simply no point in trying to compare 

16 Peak 2014: 15.  
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these two things that are quite literally dimensions away from each 

other. Thus, this idea in spirit echoes Xenophanes’ concept of ‘Neither 

in bodily frame similar to mortals nor in thought’ (B23) and how mor-

tals will never know ‘what is clear about the gods’ (B34). And due to 

this belief of the uncaring, impersonal universe, beings in Lovecraftian 

stories lack any sort of moral or guided motive; they are simply an in-

different force towards humanity, once again loosely mirroring Xe-

nophanes’ view and his disapproval of the gods’ behaviours in Homer-

ic and Hesiodic depiction.17 As a result, while all the technicalities of 

the Cthulhu Mythos may not all line up with Xenophanes’ ideology, 

the driving force behind the mythos certainly draws parallels of the 

Greek philosopher’s opinions.  

 In conclusion, although it is unavoidable that the Cthulhu my-

thos is not a full emulation of Xenophanes’ theology, the similarities it 

has with Lovecraft’s philosophy of cosmic indifference is clearly visi-

ble. The characteristics of Azathoth and other Outer Gods adhere 

closely to the model of an omnipotent, omniscient and inhuman deity, 

and the depiction of Gates and the incomprehensible madness that is 

the nature of these gods align well with the last part of the triptych in-

terpretation outlined in B34. Despite the existence of more human and 

understandable gods that resemble the Homeric and Hesiodic depic-

tion more and the Outer Gods’ interactions with humans offsetting the 

similarities, the motivating philosophy of cosmicism driving the 

Cthulhu mythos is firmly rooted in the rejection of human significance 

and the idea that man can fully fathom the depths of higher existence, 

which also stands by the spirit of Xenophanes’ philosophy on the di-

17 Price 1991: 249.  
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vine. Therefore, I believe that to some extent the Cthulhu mythos and 

Lovecraft’s cosmicism can be considered a spiritual successor to the 

theology of Xenophanes.  
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Nearly all classicists identify the legendary city of Troy with Hisarlik, 

Turkey. However, this location is not proven, nor universally accepted. 

This article proposes an alternative location hypothesis for Troy about 

45 miles northwest of Hisarlik on the island Imbros (Gökçeada), and 

further identifies the Trojan citadel (Ilios) with the archaeological 

mound Yenibademli Höyük.  

Poseidon’s view of Troy from Samothrace 

…he sat marvelling at the war and the battle, high on the top-

most peak of wooded Samothrace, for from there all [Mount] Ida 

was plain to see; and plain to see were the city of Priam [Troy], 

and the ships of the Achaeans.1 (Hom. Il. 13. 10-14) 

 Poseidon is said to have observed the city of Troy and its sur-

rounding territory (having a clear view of Mount Ida) from the highest 

mountain in Samothrace (not named, but Mount Fengari). If Troy was 

Hisarlik, Poseidon would not have had a clear line of sight from Samo-

thrace; Imbros (Gökçeada), a mountainous island, sits approximately 

between the two and obstructs the view: 

 The rugged island of Samothrace stands well out in the 

northern Aegean, some forty-five miles northwest of Troy 

[Hisarlik]. Roughly halfway between it and the mouth of the 

Dardanelles lies the larger island of Imbros (Turkish: Gökçeada). 

1 Translation by Murray (1925).  
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Imbros is itself quite mountainous, and its positioning would 

seem to block off all possibility of seeing the plain of Troy from 

Samothrace.2  

 The only solution has been to point out on rare days when the 

atmosphere isn’t cloudy or hazy, Hisarlik is dimly visible from Mount 

Fengari (vice-versa from Sigeion ridge, 4 miles northwest of Hisarlik), 

but ‘even a small amount of haze in the atmosphere blots it out’.3 

Needless to say, this is not convincing. A more probable solution 

would be to identify Troy on Imbros (Gökçeada), where Poseidon (or 

a real ancient observer) would have had a clear view from lofty Mount 

Fengari (see Fig. 1). Imbros is about 20 miles southeast of Samothrace 

and, looking down from the peak of Mount Fengari (~5250 feet), the 

whole island is plainly visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of Hisarlik and surrounding territory. 

2 Luce, 1998: 22-23. 

3 Luce, 1998: 24 
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Mount Ida 

From the top of Mount Fengari in Samothrace, ‘all [Mount] Ida was 

plain to see’ (Hom. Il.13.13). Several miles southeast of Hisarlik, an-

cient Greeks named a mountain-range Ida (Kazdağı) and this is often 

claimed by classicists to be a strong identification of Hisarlik with 

Troy.4 However, if Troy was Hisarlik, Poseidon would not have had a 

line of sight to Ida from Mount Fengari, or at least he wouldn’t have 

been able to plainly see the mountain-range (the distance of Kazdağı’s 

northwestern slopes to Mount Fengari is 60 miles, while the highest 

peak is about 75 miles). It makes sense, though, if Homer is describing 

Ida as a mountain on Imbros; Imbros’ mountains are lowerelevation 

than Mount Fengari and from its peak are in plain view.5   

 Ida (ἴ̄δη) translates as wooded hill’. It appears to have been a ge-

neric name applied to different mountains with trees, including Mount 

Ida (Psiloritis) on Crete. Similarly, Idalia was a mountain grove on Cy-

prus and there may have been an Ida on Sicily (Ov.Met.4.275). There-

fore, it’s not impossible Homer knew of a mountain by the same name 

on Imbros; there were more mountains named Ida than just Kazdağı. 

On the other hand, if Mount Ida is to be identified on Imbros how 

could Hera have reached the mountain having left Imbros behind?  

When she had completed her oath, the two [Hera and Hypnos] 

enshrouded themselves in a thick mist and sped lightly forward, 

leaving Lemnos and Imbros behind them.6 (Hom.Il.14.280-281) 

4 Luce, 1998: 30-37. 

5 İlyas Dağ, the highest mountain on Imbros is ~2200 feet (under half the size of Mount Fen-
gari).  

6 Translation by Butler (1898).  
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 The problem is the latter verse is often inaccurately translated 

like above. What Homer actually says is Hera left a city named Im-

bros, not the island of same name; a better translation reads: 

...the two of them [Hera and Hypnos] left the cities of Lemnos 

and Imbros and clothed about in a mist went out.7 

(Hom.Il.14.281) 

 However, even this translation is slightly inaccurate. Thankfully, 

it’s been corrected: 

…the two [Hera and Hypnos] left Lemnos and the city of Im-

bros, clothed themselves in mist, and lightly followed their path.8 

(Hom.Il.14.281) 

 This is the correct unaltered translation (τὼ βήτην Λήμνου τε καὶ 

Ἴμβρου ἄστυ λιπόντε): only Imbros is described as a city, not Lemnos. 

The significance is that Hera is not said to have left the island of Im-

bros to have reached Ida. The ancient geographer Pliny (1st century 

CE) knew that on Imbros there was a city with same name (NH.4.73) 

and Homer distinguishes between them: 

 Both the island and the city of Imbros are mentioned by 

Homer [Il. 13. 33; 14. 281], who gives to the former the epithet 

of παιπαλοέσση. (Smith,1857: 42) 

Troy at the Hellespont 

Troy is described as being in ‘explicit conjunction’ with the Helles-

pont:9 

7 Translation by Murray (1925). 

8 Translation by Rice and Stambaugh (2009).  

9 Luce, 1998: 43.  
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With this in his hand the strong Argeiphontes [Hermes] flew, 

and quickly came to the land of Troy and the Hellespont. (Hom. 

Il. 24.345-346) 

As noted by Nagy: 

Troy itself and the Hellespont are presented in epic diction as 

parallel markers of the place where the Trojan War took place.10 

 This is a problem for the Troy-Hisarlik identification because the 

latter is not connected to the Hellespont. Imbros, however, is adjacent 

to an open sea, and thus connected to the Hellespont (see Fig. 2). 

Homer describes the Hellespont as being “broad” (Il. 7.86; 17.432). 

Although this has long puzzled classical scholars with many different 

interpretations, it can arguably refer to the open sea. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Hellespont and Imbros 

Ilios as Ilissos 

Homer uses Troy and Ilios almost synonymously, but the latter refers 

to a much smaller area in the city, specifically its citadel (Muñoyerro, 

1997).11 Troy is mentioned 53 times in the Iliad; Ilios, 105 times. It is 

remarkable during classical antiquity there was a place on Imbros 

known as Ilissos or Illissus (Plin. NH. 4. 73). Archaeologists identify 

10 Nagy 1999: 343; See also Il. 12. 30.  

11 Muñoyerro 1997.  
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Ilissos with Büyükdere valley on the northeast of the island, adjacent 

to the mound Yenibademli Höyük.12 

Troy’s citadel  

Yenibademli Höyük is a Bronze Age archaeological mound dating to 

the 3rd to 2nd millennium BCE. It was occupied until the end of the 

Mycenaean era, c. 1100 BCE. Less than a mile away is a village of the 

same name. Yenibademli is on the northeast of the island and from 

Mount Fengari, Samothrace there is a clear view (see Fig. 3), thus Po-

seidon (or a real ancient observer) would have a good line of sight to 

Troy, including its citadel (Ilios) and the Trojan battlefield. Ye-

nibademli’s mound has revealed its archaeology resembles Hisarlik, 

with surrounding walls; descriptions in the Iliad of the Trojan citadel 

(Ilios) therefore matches Yenibademli Höyük as much as Hisarlik, but 

the former is a better identification based on proximity to Mount Fen-

gari. 

Figure 3. Yenibademli, Imbros with Mount Fengari, Samothrace in the 

background. 

12 Hüryılmaz, et al. 2009 
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Voyages of Greeks returning from Troy 

A final evidence that Troy is to be found on Imbros is when returning 

home from Troy, Greeks are said by Homer to have visited North Ae-

gean islands: Tenedos, Lesbos and Chios (Od. 3. 155-172) to avoid the 

dangers of traveling long-distance across the open sea, or in other 

words, island-hopping. If Troy was Hisarlik, Imbros should be on this 

list of islands, but if Greeks departed from the city of Troy on Imbros 

there wouldn’t be need to mention the island as a midway stop. 
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